
Matthew 18:1-14
The topsy-turvy Kingdom

In  this  new  section  majoring  on  relationships
between believers, this introductory episode picks up on
a growing rivalry between the disciples.  Perhaps in the light of what
Matthew has just previously recorded, there is an implied “so ...” at
the start of their question concerning which (of them?) is to be the
greatest  in  this  kingdom  Jesus  was  to  inaugurate.   But  Jesus
answers his disciples’  pride-driven question with descriptions
of how his Kingdom is based instead on humility.

 The basic question and answer (1-4)
Notice that Jesus does not suggest that truly “great” person

is  simply  naturally  less  assertive.   Rather  it  is  the  person  who
humbles himself (or herself, of course). If we misunderstand what this
means, though, we could take this too far.

So what does it mean to humble yourself? Like a child?
And how does this kind of humbling differ from humiliation?

 Reason 1: entry into the Kingdom (3)
Do we make it too easy for people to consider themselves

disciples of Christ by neglecting what Jesus says here?

 Reason 2: receiving the King (5)
What might “one such child” look like, in our situation?
In which case, how are we to “receive” them?

And how can we avoid patronising them?

 Reason 3: the danger of encouraging sin (6-9)
The  but suggests  that  not “receiving  one  such  child”  is

tantamount to “causing [them] … to sin”.  Whatever might make us
reluctant to accept them?

 Reason 4: the esteem of heaven (10-14)
(v11 – borrowed from Luke – is not in most modern versions)
Does v10 hint of “guardian angels”?
What warning does the fact that “one such child” has the ear

of Almighty God sound?  See James 5:4
So does Jesus' humbling himself  (Philippians 2:8), and his

words in (John 11:42), point to him being this “greatest” of all?


